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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK – by Iain Dyer
Greetings all,
Running late again, but so were some of our contributors. Not complaining,
everyone lives such busy lives and every article is much appreciated. I
have had a reasonable excuse with severe health problems. Not to dwell on
it, but the good news is, the latest scans show a complete absence of cancer
in the mouth and throat. I am now half way through the programme for the
prostate cancer. It’s early days, but phew what a relief. Speaking of health
issues, John Pickles has been having a tough time of it. He had a shoulder
operation and ended up with a staph infection, needing emergency
treatment. Geoff and Ruth Rose are still coping day by day with Ruth’s
condition. I know other club members are as well. The trouble is, we are
all getting old, thankfully, but bits tend to drop off on the journey. If you
could have twenty years back or $20 million dollars, I would grab the
twenty years in a flash. Just my luck I would go out and celebrate, get
caught drink driving, run over a copper and get ten years in jail!
What’s great news, not old, residing in a warm and comfy place and bound
to be a car nut? Luke and Michelle’s brand new, expected baby!
Congratulations to two of the nicest people you will ever meet, we are all
stoked. I hope they sell long wheel base prams! If none available I have
submitted a design Luke can knock up in the back shed!
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There is quite a Matra content in this issue, more of that later. Since the
last issue we have had visits from various club members. Doug Murphy
came back for a week to look at investment opportunities in Tasmania. The
old mainland perception that Tasmanians have two heads and are attracted
to their sisters does not detract from the fact, that it is a superb island!
Over a couple of nights Doug and I discussed the state rally. I voiced the
concern as to whether everyone had considered the logistics. For most it is
a long way from home and if people had terminal problems with their car it
becomes a problem. TT-line will not let you tow a car onto the ship and
freight companies will not take a non goer. The only way would be a tilt
tray which would cost around $1100.

A lot of fun and well worth the fare. Not exactly a row boat!
The other consideration is the TT fare for each couple is around $800
return. I am not dumping cold water on the Tasmanian rally idea, quite the
contrary. Leila and I would love to show off our wonderful state and heaps
of members have offered to help. Since then Rob Stapley has told me to pull
my head in. Point taken Rob.
Speaking of those who have offered to help, include the much travelled Ian
and Mandy. They were also down for a few days and called in for tea also.
It was really good to see them, who never sit still. They are hoping the ElRancho rust problems might be able to be dealt with. It would be a great
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shame to see it become a parts bin for Ian’s green Matra. Apart from Kerry
Ryan’s example it is the only one in the club. Speaking of Matra’s I was
talking to John Brown recently and his much loved and immaculate red one
will be for sale. Since his three year multiple leg operations he is no longer
able to drive it. John is also facing further health issues and has to slow
down a tad. John submitted a memory lane article on the Tenterfield rally
which he remembers with great fondness.
Everyone seemed to have a great time at the Adelaide Chrysler excursion.
It is interesting to note that the comment made, that if it hadn’t been for
Simca, Chrysler would have gone to the wall that would have meant no
Chargers and that wouldn’t have done for Mel or me. I love em. In fact one
of my new reps cars in the early 70’s in Sydney was a poverty pack 215
c/cubic inch three on the tree Charger, white. Not exactly Doug Chivers,
but I still felt cool, tooling around in it. Imagine using it on a daily basis in
Sydney now, you would end up with a very strong left leg!
Must dash, we are going out and it takes ages to get both heads
synchronised!
Iain and Leila, Editors

A Studebaker club member gave this hubcap to Doug Murphy saying that
the S did not relate to Studebaker. Unless I am mistaken this is a rare full
face hubcap that was used on more upmarket Aronde’s. i.e. Grandlarge and
Monaco. Kerry Ryan would know better. What I do know Doug, if you
acquire a full set, keep your garage locked!
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PRESIDENTS REPORT - by Morrie Barrett
PRESIDENTS COMMENTS
The news that our Editor Ian Dyer is now very much in recovery
mode
Three Simca’s made it to the Tea Gardens Motor Show more from Ian
and Mandy.
Whilst not able to make the old Chrysler site in South Australia due to
the condition of Margaret’s mother however whilst she was in respite
care we were able to join Jo and Hank Verwort for a seven days
exploring the York Peninsular with other Members of the Victorian
Peugeot Car Club only one Simca located and that was a Simca 9
complete car not suitable for restoration or parts.
Following a call for assistance from Rob Stapley and being at
Renmark Margaret and I drove to Lobethell for a great catch up with
Rob and Ina however on the way back to Renmark the Vacuum pump
on the 505 failed not repairable only 30 years old and it’s Saturday
afternoon.
A phone call to John Pickles to obtain the phone number of Collin
Redmond in Adelaide (who facilitated the first Simca meet in
Adelaide) from Collin I obtained the number of the Peugeot spare
parts man, Rob Stapley had picked up a working vacuum pump, drove
back to Lobethell on Sunday and after some minor mechanical issue
the problem was solved this just highlights the great network of
contacts we share. Thanks Rob and Ina for your hospitality.
In the event that you have not received a Simca key ring and torch
please contact me.
At this stage the date for the All French Car Day in Melbourne is
unknown although it will be at the Williamstown Docks again and
will be hosted by the Renno Car Club, once a date is known bookings
and planning for our AGM at Beechworth and other activities ending
with our attendance at the All French Car Day.
Editors Comment
Many thanks to everyone for the best contribution we have had. Thanks to
Peter Walker and Barry Gilpin for their independent contributions. It
makes it so much easier to produce an interesting publication.
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An observation by Morrie Barrett!
G'day Morrie.
Many thank for this morning's phone call...very much appreciated.
Here are some photos for your comment.
This is the photo
of my dear old
dad (he's the one
on the left) when
he went back to
Holland for a
visit around
1963.
In the
background is
the mystery car
which may be a
Simca.
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But it doesn't look quite right.
Here is an enlarged shot. It's the best I can do with the poor quality original, so I
hope you can identify it.

And now for some (embarrassing) photos of me which were taken in the late
1950s early1960s next to our Simca Aronde.
We lived in the small Victorian town of Koo Wee Rup when we migrated from
Holland in 1954.
I'm not sure what year our Simca was 1956 or 1959 maybe. What do you think?
Anyway Morrie,
there is nothing
like good
memories and I
sure have many of
those.
I'd be really
interested in your
comments.
In the meantime I
wish you and your members a
very happy and rewarding 2018.
With kindest regards,
John van de Lustgraaf
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ALL FRENCH CAR DAY
Sydney Sunday 15 July, 2018
Silverwater Park, enter via Clyde St east

French cars, motorbikes, vans welcome!

Celebrating this year:

70 years of the 203

50 years of the 504

Plus 70 years of the Citroën 2CV, 50 years of the Citroën Méhari
Free entry to spectators, $10 to display your vehicle.
From 9am. Concours entries close at 12 noon.
Prizes, raffles, merchandise, coffee.
www.peugeotclub.asn.au/pccnsw.html for event details and contacts
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Doug Murphy

We have lots of material from Doug, but no actual report. The following is
some of that material.

The senior management team responsible for sending Chrysler broke! The
one on the far right finds it particularly amusing, considering he spent his
working life sending things underwater!
They look suspiciously familiar, could they have infiltrated our Club?
(Editor)
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QUEENSLAND REPORT - by Luke Huntly
Queensland Report.
Hi Everyone, we hope you all had a great Easter break. We had the pleasure of spending
the long weekend with Skip, David and their friend Mark who travelled from the Gold
Coast out to Roma for the Easter in the Country Rally hosted by our local club. David
brought along his P60 Wagon and Skip brought along his 1983 WB Ute. We entered the
rally in the MG taking the opportunity to get it out and about before we become three in
early August. We first took sight of the weary travellers on Friday night at the
registration BBQ before meeting up again early Saturday morning in anticipation of
participating in the street parade.

After the parade we displayed the vehicles in the Anglican Church grounds and were
given free time to enjoy some of the Easter in the Country activities in the main street.
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If you are a regular Simca Rally participant you would be delighted to know that the
guys managed to find a coffee shop for a caffeine fix to get them through the afternoon’s
Gymkhana events.
While this didn’t work for some . . .

David took the P60 through the many obstacle courses finishing with the ‘Lady Driver’
event which we did let him have a go at. The object was to guess the minimum distance
you would need to drive your vehicle through the gap aka ‘Can we get the car in the
garage?’ While David didn’t have the opportunity to win this event he did win one of the
carless events, Roll the Tyre Skittles.
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On Sunday there was a hiccup with the observation run with a road closure only
allowing half of the questions to be answered. The Huntly’s were lucky enough to take
out first prize for the local division with the David, Skip and Mark coming second in the
away division. We also had a chance visit from member, Eddie Abrahams before the
run. Thinking Luke was the only member in Roma with a Simca he was surprised to
find David behind the wheel of the wagon accompanied by Skip and Mark!!
We needed all hands on deck over the weekend and we appreciated the help of entrants
in various ways. David came to the rescue with the wagon when we needed a vehicle to
transport drinks from A to B.

There was also
time for Luke and
his father in law
to have a game of
Crochet.
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As usual we have also been taking the Simca on our local club runs around Roma. In
March we visited the Muckadilla Egg Farm and arrived just in time for a brief tour
before it started bucketing down with rain. The business started up last year and there
are currently just under 1000 hens with another 1000 due to arrive soon. The hens are
pasture-fed and the eggs are supplied to retail outlets in the region.

Doug and Skip attended the Adelaide Chrysler Festival and we look forward to hearing
more about the trip.
Well, that’s it from the Queensland crew. Until next time . . .
Luke & Michelle Huntly
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WESTERN WHISPERS – WA STATE REPRESENTATIVE’S REPORT By John Pickles

VALE
ERIC MICKE
Sad to announce the passing of our former member Eric Micke who would
be remembered by our long standing members. Eric was a collector of
tractors, trucks, cars and memorabilia, in the collection was at least three
Simca Vedette’s and one Aronde all in a various state of disrepair. Eric
farmed his property just out of Geraldton in WA and like many farms had
large sheds, I remember that one shed contained the original and restored
vehicles including a Peugeot 203 sedan. To his family we offer our sincere
condolences on the loss of a real gentleman.
There has been much activity on the car scene with some of our members
working very hard on their projects. Apart from his fleet of Simca’s,
Darrel Manning has been quietly working on the restoration of his Austin
Healey, a task which has finally been completed and now enjoying the
fruits of his labour. Like most restorations it started out as a tidy up but
ended in a full restoration which is a credit to Darrel.

BEFORE
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AFTER
Another very happy man is our Ian Williams. After years of hard work in
the modification and restoration of his container rescued Vedette, the car
has now passed all the engineers certification and ready for the road. The
car is an absolute credit to Ian and from all accounts a real pleasure to
drive.
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Another project making good headway is the Aronde P60 of Laurence
Borg. The talents of our members never cease to amaze me for the quality
of work achieved.

LOOKING GOOD
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Most of us are aware that some time ago Paul Evans imported a Simca
Matra Murena with the intention of restoring it to new condition. With the
big task of relocating home the Murena had been put on the backburner, so
it was a big surprise to hear of the car being included in the prestige car
show “Celebration of the Motorcar” at the Cottesloe Civic Centre on the 3rd
December 2017. This is a show of prestige and unusual cars of yesteryear,
and the vehicles are selected by invitation. I believe that although there
was signage introducing the car there were people still asking what it was,
with many not having heard of the Simca name.

WANTED
Our Victorian member Peter Walker who is well on his way in the
restoration of his Simca 1000 Coupe is urgently in need of a starter motor
for a Simca 1000. If there is any overseas member who may have a spare
starter motor would they please contact John at jpickles3@bigpond.com
“Count your life by smiles, not tears, count your age by friends, not years, and remember
we do not quit playing because we grow old …. We grow old because we quit playing”

Happy Simca (and other) motoring.
John Pickles
Some Car This Simca
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You'll LOVE this one. seat covers... Remember ???

Purchased new by Mr. And Mrs. Jessie Trueblood of Modesto , CA . Shortly after
purchasing this car, Mr. Trueblood took a day off to go fishing.
While waiting for the "big one" to bite he witnessed a woman fall out of her boat.
Mr. Trueblood jumped in to help, only to fall victim of a fatal heart attack. Mrs.
Trueblood returned the car home and placed it in the garage for the next 12 years. The
odometer reading at that time (1962) was 413 miles
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Mrs. Trueblood lived next door to a used car lot owned by Mr. William E. Wilson (now 81
years old). Mr. Wilson spoke with her frequently and often told her he would like to buy the
car for himself to keep. In 1962 the time had come. Mrs. Trueblood told Mr. Wilson
she needed a car for her bookkeeper who didn't really care for the old Chevy and would
prefer a Rambler.
No problem - Mr. Wilson went down to the local Rambler dealer and bought a brand new one
for $1,650.00 ($100.00 over cost) and made the swap.

He then took the Chevy home and parked it with 433 actual miles. And there it sat for the
next 45 years, occasionally being started and moved in and out of the garage. In 2007 Mr.
Wilson decided to sell the car and started spreading the word around Modesto that the old
Chevy, with 433 miles on it, was for sale. Many had heard about the car, but hardly anyone
had ever laid eyes on it. In fact, according to Mr. Wilson, he only showed the car to about 5
people in 45 years. Word spread quickly about the car and soon a buyer arrived ready and
willing to pay the $60,000 asking price.
When Mr. Wilson told the story of this car he complained heavily of the "capital gains" tax
he was required to pay and wished he had never sold it. As of this writing, Mr. Wilson is still
alive and well in Modesto and can verify the miles and originality of this car. Simply put,
this is a true 100% factory original survivor (that includes the air in the tires). This old
Chevy now has 437 original miles and is most likely the world's lowest mileage 1950 Chevy.
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Submission by John Pickles. John we just love this car, what a privilege to
own it. I can just see a certain Doug Murphy salivating into his Budweiser!
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VICTORIAN/ TASMANIA REPRESENTATIVES REPORT –
by Stephen Maloney

A barn find Simca Sports sedan.
This 6cyl powered Simca was last raced in 1984, the owner bought a house
and had a family and there it layed until the last few months. The new
owners gave it a clean and went tohrough everything as you would do and
are looking to debut the car at Mallala in a few weeks time. It’s great to see
these cars coming back to life.

Watch out Vince!
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Memory Lane

NOSTALGIA
NATIONAL SIMCA RALLY 2007 at TENTERIELD NSW
Prepared by John Brown NSW

This poster was first released with the September 2006 Issue of our
Swallow Tales and the Notice from the President that the next National
Simca Rally would be held at Tenterfield 2007, following consultation with
Kerry Ryan, Rob Verhagen and other Queensland members.

Most members arrived as planned on Friday 07 September 2007 and were
checked in, provided with their Itinerary Plan for the week, motoring gifts
and Club Annual Meeting Agenda.
Our daily activities and accommodation were all generated at the
Tenterfield Motor Inn on the New England Highway, where the Motor Inn
management provided the Club with a Barbeque, suitable tables to have
our evening meals, all of which were under cover.
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NOSTALGIA
NATIONAL SIMCA RALLY 2007 at TENTERIELD NSW
Those who preferred a “spirit”, wine or other selection were able to do so
as they did not have to drive home after dinner and was all most
affordable.
The community spirit of the Rally could not have been better as ALL of the
ladies arranged a simple roster to help with the setting of the tables and
clearing up after each meal including the cleaning and washing all plates
and utensils.
The men willingly did their share in setting up the tables and laying out
the prepared food for each meal.

On Saturday 8th Sept. 2007 the Club Members drove out to Drake an
outer village, where there was a community market and a friendly
location to observe the local food and hospitality including a great spread
for lunch of the day.

On Sunday 9th Sept. 2007 the Club Members assembled in town to
communicate with the town community, prior to the drive to Kurrajong
Downs, which was a good drive out of Tenterfield.
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NOSTALGIA
NATIONAL SIMCA RALLY 2007 at TENTERIELD NSW

On Sunday 9th Sept. 2007 an enthusiastic group of 21 people gathered at
the Kurrajong Downs Restaurant for a long and restful lunch including the
Concourse of all the beautifully prepared Simcas.
We were fortunate for such a lovely day as Bruce and Barbara Holder
joined the group after an 100km drive from Inverell in their Simca
Aronde.

On Monday 10th Sept. 2007 the Club Members drove to Mackenzie
Lookout, which overlooks Tenterfield and the surrounding mountains.
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NOSTALGIA
NATIONAL SIMCA RALLY 2007 at TENTERIELD NSW

This Club Group photo taken at Mackenzie Lookout on Monday, 10 Sept.
2007 is intended as a memory recall and to pay homage to any club
member, who may have since passed away.

On Tuesday, 11 Sept. 2007 the Club members did have what would be
called a long day and a long drive.
First a drive to the Boonoo Boonoo a National Park some 25 km from
Tenterfield to view the waterfall ( a rough track) then to the Bald Rock
National Park for a “real hike” to Bald Mountain, which was a magnificent
setting for a brief eat and drink lunch.
Following a well earned rest the Club members in their faithful Simcas
drove across country into Queensland, then Stanthorpe and back to
Tenterfield NSW, which was a good 150km trip.
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NOSTALGIA
NATIONAL SIMCA RALLY 2007 at TENTERIELD NSW
The Club members had a “Free Day” on Wednesday, 12th Sept. 2007 to
browse or shop around town at the Information Shop.
On Thursday, 13th Sept. 2007 the Club Members had another long but
easy day as it was planned to have a “bus trip” to Inverell Town and
shopping area.
Some chose to stroll the town looking at all the temptation in the shop
windows, others chose the large Information Centre, which contained a
massive amount of history of the area, together with mementoes for
those who wish to remember the occasion.
On the return from Inverell the bus stopped off at Bruce and Barbara’s
farmhouse, with its huge collection of various Simca sedans and a
massive collection of Simca Spares.
Morrie and Margaret Barrett could not get away from the “very rare”
Grand Large two door Simca, one which Bruce said much earlier that he
would not part with. There must have been some good negotation
however, as this is the car that Morrie has in his proud possession these
days.

On Friday, 14th Sept. 2007 the proud Simca cars were all washed and
cleaned for their “going home” parade, which had been a very busy and
entertaining week at Tenterfield.
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NOSTALGIA
NATIONAL SIMCA RALLY 2007 at TENTERIELD NSW

This Club Group photo was taken Friday, 14th Sept. 2007 in the grounds
of the Tenterfield Motor Inn and is intended as a memory recall and to
pay homage to any club member, who may have since passed away.

Fred Schodde celebrating his Birthday

Rob Verhagen our worthy club entrepreneur

Kerry Ryan a proud Simca Owner

Luke Huntly with his rare Simca Etoile
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NOSTALGIA
NATIONAL SIMCA RALLY 2007 at TENTERIELD NSW

The famous Stan Andre at his best

Our own Geoff Lee with his English Classic

A worthy Geoff Rose Family being presented with the Inaugural John Pickles Perpetual
Simca Trophy for the last night dinner at the Heritage Stannum House Tenterfield.

There is never enough space for the whole story, however this has been a
very rewarding experience to recall and very fond memories of those club
family who have passed away since this time.

John Brown nsw
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Hi All,

March 2018

Robert Stapley

Once again it is time for a report for Swallow Tales. The weather is turning to
Autumn, cold mornings and sunny afternoons and the smell of
woodsmoke,perhaps the best season. No doubt others will report on the
Chrysler day at Tonsley elsewhere in this issue but here is my bit. What a great
weekend it was with visitors from Queensland ,N.S.W.and W.A. Sort of a mini
Simca rally. For Doug and Skip, the Rose's Stapley's and Roger's we stayed at
the Brighton Caravan Park right on the beach and adjacent to the Seacliff Surf
Life Saving club rooms handy for meals. The Queensland Chrysler attendees
also stayed there and joined us in the activities organized by the local Chrysler
Club. The three day event comprised a run to the National Motor Museum at
Birdwood, about 40 Chryslers and 4 Simcas on Friday. A bus tour of former
Chrysler factories in and around Adelaide on Saturday, and culminating in the
all Chrysler day at the Tonsley Park factory on the Sunday. About 350
Chryslers and 4 Simcas. For some reason Chrysler people refuse to
acknowledge Simcas although it was pointed out that Simcas probably saved
Chrysler Aust. from going broke in the early days providing a cash flow before
the Valiants came onto the market. Skip and Doug and David (a Chrysler owner
from Queensland) stayed on for a bit longer and we were able to do a bit of
local sightseeing and a great time we had.
At the end of last week I had reason to phone Morrie regarding a problem I was
having trying to get the wipers on Ina's 90A to work. As it turned out Morrie
was in Renmark enroute to a Peugeot run and had no hesitation to come over to
our place and help me solve the problem, A 500km round trip. He and Margaret
turned up mid Saturday morning and after coffee he and I adjourned to the shed
where his expertise found I had probably 3 good wiper motors and another one
or 2 to be reconditioned. We had lunch and Morrie and Margaret set off back to
Renmark to await the other members of their group. On Sunday afternoon I
received a phone call from Morrie, the brake booster on his car had failed, he
had located another one and could I pick it up and could we replace it on the
Monday. So on Monday Morrie and Margaret were back fitting replacement
booster. They then set off this time to Mannum about 45km to re-join their
travelling group.
Seeing Morrie and his Peugeot and Skip with his I feel less of a traitor to Simca
when I work on my Austin's and I guess other club members are out there with
more than one marque in their sheds.
So the past few weeks have been very busy for us and various non club events
are happening here over the coming months, Easter break, swap meets and club
runs. So we hope you all enjoy while you can getting out and using your cars.
Cheers.
Robert Stapley.
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NEW SOUTH WALES REPRESENTATIVE’S REPORT – by Ian Powell
NSW REPORT

Tea Gardens Hawks Nest Motor Fest saw a warm March Day just north of
Newcastle for about 380 classic cars. Morrie and Margaret travelled up
from Sydney in the Aronde Grand Large and Richard and Lorraine from the
Central Coast in their beautiful, one family owned Zephyr Mk 11 ute.
Mandy and I travelled around to the other side of Port Stephens in the
Bagheera, we were lucky to pick up the best French Car award for the day
as well.
A great day looking at a variety of vehicles. Some favorites (apart from the
Simca and Matra) were Datsun 2000 sports, Austin A30, 1800 ute, and the
distant Simca relative Charger – love that colour.
Richard and Lorraine were travelling with the Twin Lakes Auto Club as
well, it was great to meet club members, and also share their shade.

Borgward and Grand Large

The Simca Team

Nothing more to say, I think they’re both great!
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Richard and Lorraine’s Zephyr

Coming Events NSW
French Car Day in Sydney on 15 July 2018
The Sydney French Car Day is hosted jointly by the Citroen, Peugeot, Simca and Renault
car clubs of NSW and will be held on Sunday 15 July 2018, at Silverwater Park, from
9:00 am. Entry via Clyde St east. This is the same venue as in past years. The more
Simcas the better, or come along just to have a look.

Hunter Valley French Car Day at Nightingale Winery– Late August, normally last
Sunday TBC
This is a great little event which continues to grow, a great drive and venue, interesting
cars and people plus wine tastings….

Please give me a call if you would like some further info about these events, especially if
coming along for the first time.
The 2019 national rally in Tasmania – a bit of an early look
Mandy and I dropped over to Launceston for a quick trip recently and spent a great evening
with Iain and Leila in Launceston, great to catch up and chat about life and of course with
Iain, a few jokes – always a bright side when things are tough. During our quick trip we
toured the Tamar Valley and there is definitely a great days drive for the rally, we’ll be back
to lend a hand.
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Going to France – The Matra Museum
Part one – The Road Cars

The Matra museum is in Romorantin in about the geographic centre of
France about three hours from Paris by train. I can thoroughly recommend
using the train (in 2016/17) to get to the museum, very do-able for a long
day trip. Fast train from Paris and then transfer to a classic rural single
track narrow gauge rail motor. It’s almost a two for one day, trains and
cars.

The museum must be
popular, it has a car park !
The museum is situated in a
quaint quiet street and
what’s inside is amazing.
Every Matra model type is
on display plus other French
feature models which vary
from time to time. Matra
Formula One, Le Mans and all the road cars and prototypes including those
badged as Renaults, the Espace and Avantime. Matra built cars went onto
the road badged as Matra, Matra Sports, Matra Simca, Talbot Matra and
Renault depending on who Matra was sleeping with at the time, the parts
bins of other manufacturers always contributed to the mechanicals of
Matra made cars, this also included Ford v4 engines in the early days.
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Matra Djet (blue) and Matra 530.The 530 looks great when viewed, I don’t
think it photographs well.

The Murena ‘S’ and earlier Bagheera series one. The Rancho – the first
FWD SUV? Satin paint, I’ve even read of experiments with an electric motor
on the rear axle for 4wd… what’s new?
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The Renault Espace 4wd Quadra, Espace series 1,2,3 made by Matra and
hugely successful. The Renault Avantime (blue), Matra’s final model, a two
door luxury 5 seater people mover for those who no longer had a family to
move but wanted a luxury people mover – it flopped, but has a following
now.

Always good to see when your car is in a museum…

All that’s left of the old Matra factory, the rest of the site is a housing estate.
Note: Check Museum opening hours before attending, winter and summer
hours vary also it may be closed on Tuesdays when I checked. Do your
research on this please. How long can you spend there? We attended the
morning session, visited the town and old factory during lunch closure, it’s
a great old town and then returned for the afternoon opening before
catching the trains back to Paris.
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Postscript: The museum grounds are great for those who lose interest after
the three hour morning visit and PM return to make sure you saw
everything at least once…. Thanks Mandy.
End part one. Part two next edition, Matra formula one, LeMans and the
prototypes.
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NEW ZEALAND REPRESENTATIVE’S REPORT - by Colin Smith
HI from a cold and wet with a little bit of snow up country NZ, Not a
lot of news this time as our annual car show was rained out again this
year. The v8 motor now has the heads and manifold fitted, and we are
getting near to fixing the brakes on the etoile, following on the fier
engine now has a new clutch fitted after a lot of mucking around, Easter
weekend saw us at the local vintage car club rooms for the national
austin AGM part of the run took us to the british car musem some of you
may rember it from your visit in 2014 once again passing on the history
of the Dennis fire engine to the Austineers,
Early in Jan we went to the home town of Gisborne three and a half hours
north of here to celebrate Lucy and ny wedding anniverary and daughter's
birthday on the same day she took our two dogs with her two down to the
beach first time our two had seen the ocean.
Sat the 7th this month we attended the local fire brigade 's open day
and displayed the trailer pump it's getting harder to keep little
children from climbing all over and playing with all the bells and
whistles. Work has started on the new blokart track for us to use be
great when finished 120 mtrs by 100 mtrs a $120,ooo worth there will be
6 hire karts for corperate use and inter school sailing etc the 1501
wagon gets some use as my kart lives in the back of it some weeks twice
though when we sail in the park be hind us i tow it there with my
mobility scooter, health wise i'm still waiting to see specialist
regards my two knees and I have a agresive cataract in the left eye so
i drive much any more and as I have my 80th birthday in June the worry
is building up as to weather I can keep my driver's licence past this
date, best wishes to those members who also suffer from health worrys
and to those who were affected by those horrible fires. please excuse
the mistakes as it is hard to see with one eye.
Colin / Lucy
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For a horrible moment I thought Lucy was going to clobber the little black
bloke. The next photo cleared that up. Phew!
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Love the little tourer, looks as though it is used regularly and all the better
for it. Trouble is I can’t fit in them. Editor
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The famous Mt Druitt circuit. I can just remember attending several times
with the garage crew Mum worked with. We would load up the Austin A40
Woody wagon and off we would go. The main memory is the fury of noise,
dust and burning rubber. Editor
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Submission by Peter Walker
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Funny Bones

Kim Jong-Un announced at a news conference that North Korea would be sending a
man to the sun within ten years!

A reporter said - "But the sun is too hot how can your man land on the sun?” There
was a stunned silence. Nobody knew how to react. Kim Jong-Un quietly answered,
"We will land at night”. The gathering and everyone in North Korea watching on
television broke into thunderous applause.

Back in Washington, Donald Trump and his entourage
were watching the news conference When Trump heard what Kim said, he sneered "What an idiot. Everybody knows there’s no sun at night.” His cabinet and everyone
working in the White House broke into thunderous applause.
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It’s been snowing all night. So the morning goes like this;
8:00 I made a snowman.
8:10 A feminist passed by and asked me why I didn’t make a snow woman.
8:15 So, I made a snow woman.
8:17 The nanny of the neighbors complained about the snow woman's voluptuous chest.
8:20 The gay couple living nearby grumbled that it could have been two snowmen instead.
8:25 The vegans at No. 12 complained about the carrot nose, as veggies are food and not to
decorate snow figures with.
8:28 I am being called a racist because the snow couple is white.
8:31 The Muslim gent across the road wants the snow woman to wear a headscarf.
8:40 Someone calls the cops who show up to see what’s going on.
8:42 I am told that the broomstick of the snowman needs to be removed because it could be
used as a deadly weapon. Things get worse after I mutter : "Yeah, if it's up your backside".
8:45 Local TV news crew shows up. I am asked if I know the difference between snowmen
and snow-women? I reply, "Snowballs" and am called a sexist.
8:52 My phone is seized and thoroughly checked while I am being blindfolded and flown to
the police station in a helicopter.
9:00 I'm on the news as a suspected terrorist bent on stirring up trouble during this difficult
weather
9:10 I am asked if I have any accomplices.
9:29 A little known jihadist group has claimed it was their plot.

Moral: There is no moral to this story, it’s just the way things are today!

___________________________________________________________________________
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My wife and I went to the Gloucestershire Easter show and one of
the first exhibits
we stopped at was the breeding bulls.....
We went up to the first pen and there was a sign attached that said:
'THIS BULL MATED 50 TIMES LAST YEAR'

My wife playfully nudged me in the ribs.....smiled and said,
'He mated 50 times last year, that's almost once a week.'
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We walked to the second pen which had a sign attached that said,
'THIS BULL MATED 150 TIMES LAST YEAR'

My wife gave me a healthy jab and said, 'WOW~ That's more than twice
a week! ..............
You could learn a lot from him.'
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We then walked to the third pen and it had a sign attached that said,
in capital letters,
'THIS BULL MATED 365 TIMES LAST YEAR'

My wife was so excited that her elbow nearly broke my ribs, and said,
'That's once a day....You could REALLY learn something from this one!

I looked at her and said,
'Go over and ask him if it was with the same cow.'
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My condition has been downgraded from critical
to stable and I should eventually make a full recovery.:-

That’s all folks.
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PS - From the Editor…
Please remember any contributions welcome or
suggestions.
Reminders:
The 2018 renewal of membership is due on
January 1st 2018. If you are overdue, please pay
now. Don’t forget members can pay their
subscriptions by bank transfer or to the club
secretary.
Electronic Funds transfer (EFT)
BSB: 633-000 Bendigo Bank (branch at
Braidwood NSW)
Account number: 135350668
Please identify who is paying and for what if
possible in the reference section with name and
subs amount.

Breaking News
Victorian French Day is
November 11th. We will combine
our meeting at Beechworth to
coincide with this date.

Don’t forget to fill out Renewal Form attached so
that all your details are correct/current. Please
don’t copy them from the previous year.
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SIMCA CAR CLUB AUSTRALIA Inc.
CLUB MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

Jan – Dec. 2018
Surname: ------------------------------------------------Membership No: ---------------------

Given names: ----------------------------

Please print both names for family membership

Address: Please print full postal address
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Contact Details:
Home: ---------------------------------------Mobile: --------------------------------------Email: ----------------------------------------Please indicate (x) in the email box to receive your club newsletter via email.
Please indicate (x) in the boxes for any personal information you do not wish to be published
by the Simca Car Club Australia Inc.
Any more/fewer cars than last year? If yes, then please let us know below.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Annual Membership Subscriptions
Simca Car Club Australia Inc. membership operates from:
1st January to 31st December each year.
All Membership Fees are due and payable each Year on: 1st January
Annual Subscriptions are currently:
Single $40
Family/Joint: $45
Signature/s: ----------------------------------------------------------------------(Both signatures required for Family/joint membership)

Date: --------------

Please pay Cheque/money order to Simca Car Club Australia Inc and post to:
Secretary/Treasurer S.C.C.A. Inc.
Doug Murphy
PO Box 2151
Wellington Point
QLD 4160
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Fees may also be paid be EFT to SCCA Inc.A/C:
Bendigo Bank: 633 000 A/C No: 135 350 668
International Transfers:
SWIFT CODE – BEND AU 3 B
Please put your name and “Subs” in reference
Section.
Payment via PayPal – pre-arrange with Secretary.
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